Substitution of conserved hydrophobic residues in motifs B and C of HIV-1 RT alters the geometry of its catalytic pocket.
Recent crystallographic data suggest that a number of hydrophobic residues seen clustered between the structurally conserved alphabetabetaalpha motif of the palm subdomain and at the junction of palm and fingers subdomains of human immunodeficiency virus type 1 reverse transcriptase (HIV-1 RT) provide an optimal geometry to the alphabeta sandwich of the palm subdomain, which harbors the catalytic site and the primer-binding grip region. This region has also been implicated in binding to the non-nucleoside RT inhibitors. We have evaluated the impact of conserved and nonconserved amino acid substitutions at four hydrophobic positions in this region of HIV-1 RT, in the context of their biochemical characteristics. The residues that have been analyzed include Ile-167, Leu-187, and Val-189 which are located within the alphabetabetaalpha motif, while Trp-153 lies next to the conserved LPQG motif, at the juncture of the palm and fingers subdomains. Our results show that all substitutions at I167 with the exception of I167T were deleterious to enzyme function in contrast to substitutions at V189 which enhanced the enzymatic activity. Ala substitution at residues W153 and L187 also substantially hindered the polymerase function of the enzyme. Further analysis revealed that the defective mutant derivatives of I167 were substantially impaired in their apparent dNTP binding abilities, thereby impacting the geometry of the dNTP binding pocket. The extent of misinsertion and misincorporation was higher in the case of RT variants of W153 and V189, specifically on a DNA template. Interestingly, none of the mutant derivatives of these residues were resistant to nucleoside inhibitors. A salient finding was that all nonconserved mutants of these residues exhibited hypersensitivity to nevirapine. We have analyzed these findings and their significance in the context of the HIV-1 RT structure and propose that these residues exert their effect via their indirect interactions with the template-primer through residues in their vicinity.